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Abstract 

  The main purpose of this paper is to introduce and study the notion of supra 
M-topological spaces. Moreover, the notions of supra  -operation, supra pre open msets, 

supra  -open msets, supra semi open msets, supra  -open msets and supra b -open msets 

are presented. The current notion is a generalization of the notion in [7]. The properties of the 
present notion are studied and the relationships between them are given. The importance of 
this approach is that, the class of supra M-topological spaces is wider and more general than the 
class of M-topological spaces.  
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1  Introduction 
    

The notion of a multiset is well established both in mathematics and computer science 
[1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 19, 20, 22]. In mathematics, a multiset is considered to be the generalization of 
a set. In classical set theory, a set is a well-defined collection of distinct objects. If repeated 
occurrences of any object is allowed in a set, then a mathematical structure, that is known as 
multiset (mset, for short), is obtained [3, 9, 16, 17, 18, 21]. For the sake of convenience a 

multiset is written as }/,...,/,/{ 2211 nn xkxkxk  in which the element ix  occurs ik  times. We 

observe that each multiplicity ik  is a positive integer. The number of occurrences of an object 

x  in a mset A , which is finite in most of the studies that involve msets, is called its multiplicity 

or characteristic value, usually denoted by )(xmA  or )(xCA  or simply by )(xA . One of the 

most natural and simplest examples is the multiset of prime factors of a positive integer n . The 

number 504 has the factorization 123 732=504  which gives the multiset /7}{3/2,2/3,1=X  

where 3=(2)XC  , 2=(3)XC  , 1=(7)XC .   

Classical set theory states that a given element can appear only once in a set, it assumes 
that all mathematical objects occur without repetition. So, the only possible relation between 
two mathematical objects is either they are equal or they are different. The situation in science 
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and in ordinary life is not like this. In the physical world it is observed that there is enormous 
repetition. For instance, there are many hydrogen atoms, many water molecules, many strands 
of DNA, etc. This leads to three possible relations between any two physical objects; they are 
different, they are the same but separate or they coincide and are identical. For the sake of 
definiteness we say that two physical objects are the same or equal, if they are indistinguishable, 
but possibly separate, and identical if they physically coincide. 

 

  Girish et. al. [10] presented multiset topologies induced by multiset relations and 
studied the concepts of closure operator, interior operator and neighborhood operator on 
multiset. In 2012 Girish et. al. [11] studied the notions of basis, sub-basis, closed sets, closure, 
interior and continuous mset function. Mahanta [13] introduced the concepts of semi open 
(SOM) and semi closed (SCM) msets in multiset topological spaces. Recently, El-Sheikh et. al. [7] 
introduced the notions of  -operation, pre-open msets,  -open msets, semi open msets, b

-open msets and  -open msets in M-topological space. Moreover, they studied the 

relationships between this types. In classical set theory, supra topological space was first studied 
by Mashhour [14]. Devi et. al. [6] presented supra  -open sets in topological spaces and 
studied some basic properties of supra  -open sets. Additionally, the definition of supra b

-open sets is introduced by [15]. 
 

 In this paper, some deviations between M-topology and ordinary topology are given. 
Moreover, the notion of supra M-topological space is introduced. Furthermore, some types of 
supra msets such as supra pre-open msets, supra  -open msets, supra semi open msets, supra 
b -open msets and supra  -open msets are defined and studied in supra M-topological spaces. 

The properties of the present supra msets are studied. Some important results related to this 
types of supra msets are given. Finally, the relationships between different types of supra msets 
in supra M-topological space are presented. 

 

2  Preliminaries 
  In this section, we present the basic definitions and results of mset theory which will 

be needed in the sequel. 
 

Definition 2.1 [12] A mset X  drawn from the set U  is represented by a count function 
X  or XC  defined as XC  : U    N , where N  represents the set of non negative 

integers.  

  Here XC  (x) is the number of occurrences of the element x  in the mset X . We 

present the mset X  drawn from the set },...,,,{= 321 nxxxxU  as 

}/,...,/,/,/{= 332211 nn xmxmxmxmX  where im  is the number of occurreneces of the element ix  

, ni 1,2,3,...,=  in the mset X . 

 

Definition 2.2 [12] A domain U , is defined as a set of elements from which msets are 

constructed. The mset space wU ][  is the set of all msets whose elements are in U  such that 

no element in the mset occurs more than w  times.   

 The mset space ][U  is the set of all msets over a domain U  such that there is no 
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limit on the number of occurrences of an element in a mset. If },...,,{= 21 kxxxU , then 

}},{0,1,2,...;1,2,...,=:}/,...,/,/{{=][ 2211 wmkiforxmxmxmU ikk

w  .  

  

Definition 2.3 [12] Let X  and Y  be two msets drawn from a set U . Then:   

    1.  YX =  if )(=)( xCxC YX  for all .Ux   

    2.  YX   if )(xCX    )(xCY  for all .Ux   

    3.  YXP =  if )}(),({=)( xCxCMaxxC YXP  for all .Ux   

    4.  YXP =  if )}(),({=)( xCxCMinxC YXP  for all .Ux   

    5.  YXP =  if }),()({=)( wxCxCMinxC YXP   for all .Ux   

    6.  P = X ⊝ Y   if ),0}()({=)( xCxCMaxxC YXP   for all Ux  where   and 

⊝ represents mset addition and mset subtraction respectively.  

  

 Definition 2.4 [12] Let X  be a mset drawn from the set U . If 0=)(xCX  x    U

, then X  is called an empty mset and denoted by  , i.e., xx 0=)( .  

If X  is an ordinary set with n  distinct elements, then the power set )(XP  of X  

contains exactly n2  elements. If X  is a multiset with n  elements (repetitions counted), 

then the power set )(XP  contains strictly less than n2  elements because singleton submsets 

do not repeat in )(XP . In classical set theory, Cantor’s power set theorem fails for msets. It is 

possible to formulate the following reasonable definition of a power mset of X  for finite mset 
X  that preserves Cantor’s power set theorem.  

Definition 2.5 [1] (Power Mset) Let wUX ][  be a mset. Then, the power mset )(XP  

of X  is the set of all submsets of X . We have )(XPY  if and only if Y    X . If =Y , 

then 1Y )(XP ; and if Y  , then Y
k )(XP  where 
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The power set of a mset is the support set of the power mset and is denoted by )(* XP . 

The following theorem was showed the cardinality of the power set of a mset.  

  

Theorem 2.1 [17] Let )(XP  be a power mset whose members drawn from the mset  

}/,...,/,/{= 2211 nn xmxmxmX  and )(* XP  be the power set of a mset X . Then, Card

))(( * XP  = n

i 1=  (1+ im ).  

Definition 2.6 [10] Let X    wU ][  and     )(* XP . Then,   is called a multiset 

topology (for short, M-topology) of X  if   satisfies the following properties:   

    1.  The mset X  and the empty mset   are in  .  

    2.  The mset union of the elements of any subcollection of   is in  .  

    3.  The mset intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of   is in  .  
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 Hence, ( X , ) is called a M-topological space. Each element in   is called an open 
mset. Additionally, )(XOM  is the set of all open submsets of X .  

  

Remark 2.1 [11] The complement of any submset Y  in a mset topological space ( X , ) 

is defined by : cY � = 𝑋 ⊝ 𝑌.  

  

Definition 2.7 [11] A submset Y  of a M-topological space X  is said to be closed if the 
mset 𝑋 ⊝ 𝑌 is open.  

Example 2.1 Let },1/,3/{2/= zyxX  be a mset and let }},1/{2/},{1/},{2/,,{= yxyxX  

be a M-topological space. Then, the complement of any submset Y  of X  in a M-topological 
space ( X , ) is shown as:   

    1.  If },1/{2/= yxY , then },1/{2/= zyY c .  

    2.  If }{3/= yY , then },1/{2/= zxY c .  

    3.  If },1/{3/= zyY , then }{2/= xY c .  

    4.  If },1/,1/{1/= zyxY , then },2/{1/= yxY c .  

    5.  If XY = , then =cY .  

   It should be noted that the De Morgan laws are satisfied in multisets by Wildberger 
[22]. 

 

Definition 2.8 [11] Let A  be a submset of a M-topological space ),( X . Then, the 

interior of A  is defined as the mset union of all open msets contained in A  and is denoted by 
)(Aint . 

i.e., }:{=)( AGandmsetopenanisGXGAint    

and },:)({=)()(  GAGxCmaxxC GAint .  

 Definition 2.9 [11] Let A  be a submset of a M-topological space ),( X . Then, the 

closure of A  is defined as the mset intersection of all closed msets containing A  and is 
denoted by )(Acl , i.e., }:{=)( KAandmsetclosedaisKXKAcl   

and },:)({=)()(

c

KAcl KKAxCminxC  .  

 

Proposition 2.1 If ( X , ) is a M-topological space and A , B  are two submsets of X . 
Then, the following properties are satisfied by [10, 11]:   

    • cc AclAint ))((=)( .  

    • cc AintAcl ))((=)( .  

    • )()(=)( BclAclBAcl  .  

    • )()(=)( BintAintBAint  .  

  

Definition 2.10 [19] A mset X  is called a M-singleton and denoted by }/{ xm  if 

NUCX :  such that mxCX =)(  and }{0=)( xUxxCX  .  

  

 Note that, x  k  X , means kxCX =)( , so }/{ xk  is called M-singleton submset of 

X  and }/{ xm  is called simple M-singleton where km <<0 .  
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Definition 2.11 [18] Two msets A  and B  are said to be similar msets if for all x  ( x  
  A    x  B ), where x  is an object. Thus, similar msets have equal root sets, but need 
not be equal themselves.  

  

Definition 2.12 [1] The M-point xm/  is said to be belonging to the mset Y , denoted by 

Yxm / , if mxCY =)( .   

Definition 2.13 [1] Let X  be a mset and if Xx m , Xx n . Then, nm = .  

  

3  Multi-set 
 

Theorem 3.1  Let A , B  be two submsets of wX ][ . If =BA , then cBA .  

 Proof. Let 𝐴 ⊈ cB . Then, Xx  such that )(>)( xCxC cBA . Therefore, 

)(>)( xCwxC BA  . Thus, wxCxC BA >)()(  . Since, =BA . Then, 0=)(xCB . Hence, 

wxCA >)(  which is a contradiction. Then, cBA . 

 

Remark 3.1 In M-topological space ( X , ), Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. But the converse of 
Theorem 3.1 is not true as the following example.  

 

Example 3.1  Let },,{= cbaX  be an universe set and A , B  3][X  such that 

},1/{1/= baA  , },1/,1/{2/= cbaB . Then, BA , but },2/,2/{1/= cbaBc  this implies that 

 },1/{1/= baBA c .  

 

Remark 3.2 From Theorem 3.1 and Example 3.1 we have, for any submset F  of 
M-topological space ),( X :   

    1.   cFF .  

    2.  XFF c  .  

  

Theorem 3.2 Let A , B  be two submsets in M-topological space ).,( X  Then, BA  

if and only if cc AB  .  

 Proof.  

 

.

),()(

),()()()(

),()(

cc

cAcB

AXBX
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XxxCxC

XxxCxCxCxC

XxxCxCBALet









 

 

4  Supra M-topology 
 

Definition 4.1 Let   be a collection of submsets of X . Then, )(* XP  is called a 

supra M-topology on X  if the following conditions are satisfied:   

  (1)  ,X . 
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  (2)  The union of any number of msets in   belongs to  . 

 

 The pair ),( X  is called supra M-topological space (or supra M-spaces) over X .  

 

Remark 4.1 Every M-topological space is a supra M-topological space, but the converse is 
not true in general as shown in the following example.  

 

Example 4.1 Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX  and }},1/{2/},{2/},,1/{1/,,{= cbbcbX  . Then, 

),( X  is a supra M-topology, but it is not M-topology as }{1/=}{2/},1/{1/ bbcb   which is not 

belong to  .  

Definition 4.2 Let ),( X  be a M-topological space and ),( X  be a supra 

M-topological space. We say that   is a supra M-topology associated with   if   . 

 

Definition 4.3 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space over X . Then, the members 

of   are said to be supra open msets in X . The set of all supra open msets over X  is 

denoted by ),( XSOM , or when there can be no confusion by )(XSOM  and the set of all 

supra closed msets is denoted by ),( XSCM , or )(XSCM . 

Definition 4.4 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space. Then, a mset Y  is said to be 

a supra closed mset in ),( X , if its relative complement cY  is a supra open mset. 

Definition 4.5 A mset Y  in a supra M-topological space ),( X  is called a supra 

M-neighborhood of the M-point Xxm /  if there exists a supra open mset G  such that 

YGxm / . The supra M-neighborhood system of a M-point xm/ , denoted by )/( xmNsupra 

, is the family of all its supra M-neighborhoods.  

Definition 4.6 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(* XPG . Then, the 

supra M-interior of G , denoted by )(Gint s  is the union of all supra open submsets of G . 

Clearly, )(Gint s  is the largest supra open mset over X  which contained in G , i.e., 

}:{=)( GHandmsetopensupraaisHHGint s  . 

Definition 4.7 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(* XPF . Then, the 

supra M-closure of F , denoted by )(Fcl s  is the intersection of all supra closed super msets of 

F . Clearly, )(Fcl s  is the smallest supra closed mset over X  which contains F , i.e., 

}:{=)( HFandmsetclosedsupraaisHHFcl s  . 

Definition 4.8 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(* XPG . Then, 

Xxm /  is called a supra limit M-point of G  if (𝐺 ⊝ {𝑚 𝑥⁄ }) ∩ 𝐻 ≠ 𝜑 )(XSOMH . The 

set of all supra limit M-points of G  is called the supra M-derived of G  and denoted by )(Gd s  

or sdG .  

The following theorem studies the main properties of the the supra M-closure and the 
supra M-interior which can be considered as the deviations between the current work and the 
previous one [11]. 

Theorem 4.1  Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(, * XPGF  . Then:  

 

  (1)  )()()( GFclGclFcl sss  . 
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  (2)  )()()( Gi n tFi n tGFi n t sss  . 

 

  Proof. Immediate.  

Remark 4.2 The equality of Theorem 4.1 is not necessarily true as shown in the following 
example.  

 Example 4.2   

  (1)  Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX  and }},1/,1/{1/},,1/{1/},,1/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . Then, 

  defines a supra M-topology on X . Let },3/{1/= cbG  and },2/,1/{1/= cbaF  be two 

submsets of X . Then, )()()( GclFclGFcl sss  . 

 

  (2)  Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX  and }},1/,1/{1/},,1/{1/},,1/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . Then, 

  defines a supra M-topology on X . Let },1/{1/= cbG  and },1/{1/= baF  be two submsets 

of X . Then, )()()( FGintFintGint sss  .  

 

Theorem 4.2  Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(, * XPGF  . Then:   

    1.  GF     )()( GintFint ss  .  

    2.  GF     )()( GclFcl ss  .  

 Proof.  Immediate. 
 

Remark 4.3 The converse of Theorem 4.2 is not necessarily true as shown in the following 
example.  

 Example 4.3   

  (1)  Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX  and  

}},1/,1/{1/},,1/{1/},,1/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . Then,   defines a supra M-topology on 

X . Let },3/{1/= cbF  and },2/,1/{1/= cbaG  be two submsets of X . Then, 

)()( GintFint ss  , but 𝐹 ⊈ 𝐺. 

 

  (2)  Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX  and }},1/,1/{1/},,1/{1/},,1/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . Then, 

  defines a supra M-topology on X . Let },3/{1/= cbF  and },2/{1/= baG  be two submsets 

of X . Then, )()( GclFcl ss  , but 𝐹 ⊈ 𝐺.  

 

Theorem 4.3 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(* XPF . Then:   

    1.  )(=))(( cscs FclFint .  

    2.  )(=))(( cscs FintFcl .  

    3.  ccss FclFint ))((=)( .  

    4.  ccss FintFcl ))((=)( .  

  Proof.  Immediate. 

5  Submsets of supra M-topological spaces 
   

Definition 5.1 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space. A mapping 
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)()(: ** XPXP   is said to be an operation on )(XSOM  if )()( XSOMFFF  . The 

collection of all supra  -open msets is denoted by )}(),(:{=)( * XPFFFFSOM  . 

Additionally, the complement of a supra  -open mset is called a supra  -closed mset, and the 

family of all supra  -closed msets is denoted by )(SCM .  

Definition 5.2  Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space. Different cases of 

-operations on )(* XP  are as follows:   

 (1)   If )(= ss clint , then   is called a supra pre-open M-operator. The set of all 

supra pre-open msets is denoted by ),( XSPOM , or when there can be no confusion by 

)(XSPOM  and the set of all supra pre-closed msets by ),( XSPCM , or )(XSPCM . 

 (2)   If ))((= sss intclint , then   is called a supra  -open M-operator. The set of 

all supra  -open msets is denoted by ),(  XOMS , or )(XOMS  and the set of all supra 

 -closed msets by ),(  XCMS , or )(XCMS . 

 (3)   If )(= ss intcl , then   is called a supra semi open M-operator. The set of all 

supra semi open msets is denoted by ),( XSSOM , or )(XSSOM  and the set of all supra 

semi closed msets by ),( XSSCM , or )(XSSCM . 

 (4)   If ))((= sss clintcl , then   is called a supra  -open M-operator. The set of 

all supra  -open msets is denoted by ),(  XOMS , or )(XOMS  and the set of all supra 

 -closed msets by ),(  XCMS , or )(XCMS . 

 (5)   If )()(= ssss intclclint  , then   is called a supra b-open M-operator. The set 

of all supra b -open msets is denoted by ),( XSBOM , or )(XSBOM  and the set of all supra 

b -closed msets by ),( XSBCM , or )(XSBCM . 

Theorem 5.1 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )()(: ** XPXP   be 

an operation on )(XSOM . 

If )}()()),((),()),((),({ ssssssssssssss intclclintclintclintclintclintclint  , then:   

 (1)   Arbitrary union of supra  -open msets is supra  -open msets. 

 (2)   Arbitrary intersection of supra  -closed msets is supra  -closed msets.  

 

 Proof. 
  

 (1)   The proof is given for the case of supra pre-open M-operator, i.e., )(= ss clint . 

Let )(}:{ XSPOMJjFj  . Then, ))(( j

ss

j FclintF  , Jj . It follows that, 

))(())(())(( jj

ss

j

s

j

s

j

ss

jjj
FclintFclintFclintF   . Hence, )(XSPOMFjj

  

Jj . The rest of the proof is similar. 

 (2)   Immediate.  

Remark 5.1 The finite intersection of two supra pre-open (respectively, supra  -open, 

supra  -open, supra semi open, supra b-open) msets need not to be supra pre-open 
(respectively, supra  -open, supra  -open, supra semi-open, supra b -open), as shown in the 

following example.  

Example 5.1 Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX , and }},2/,2/{1/},,2/{2/},,2/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . 

Then,   is a supra M-topology on X . We have the following cases: 
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 (1)   Let },2/{1/= caH  and },3/{1/= cbG . Then, it is clear that H , G  are supra 

pre-open msets of ),( X , but their intersection }{2/= cGH   is not a supra pre-open. 

 (2)   Let },2/{1/= caH  and },3/{1/= cbG . Then, it is clear that H , G  are supra 

 -open msets of ),( X , but their intersection }{2/= cGH   is not a supra  -open. 

 (3)   Let },2/{1/= baH  and },2/{2/= cbG . Then, it is clear that H , G  are supra 

semi open msets of ),( X , but their intersection }{2/= bGH   is not a supra semi open. 

 (4)   Let },2/{1/= baH  and },2/{2/= cbG . Then, it is clear that H , G  are supra 

 -open msets of ),( X , but their intersection }{2/= bGH   is not a supra  -open. 

 (5)   Let },2/{1/= caH  and },3/{1/= cbG . Then, it is clear that H , G  are supra 

b -open msets of ),( X , but their intersection }{2/= cGH   is not a supra b -open. 

 

6  Relationships between submsets of supra M-topological 
spaces 

   In this section, the relationships between some special submsets of a supra 
M-topological space ),( X  are introduced.  

Theorem 6.1  In a supra M-topological space ),( X , the following statements hold:   

 (1)   Every supra open mset is a supra pre-open (respectively, semi-open,  -open, 
 -open, b -open) mset. 

 (2)   Every supra closed mset is a supra pre-closed (respectively, semi-closed, 
-closed,  -closed, b -closed) mset.  

 Proof. The proof is given for the case of supra pre-open M-operator, i.e., )(= ss clint , 

the other cases are similar.   

 (1)   Let )(XSOMF . Then, FFint s =)( . Since, )(FclF s , then 

))(( FclintF ss . Hence, )(XSPOMF . 

 (2)   By a similar way. 
 

Remark 6.1 The converse of part (1) and (2) in Theorem 6.1 is not necessarily true as 
shown in the following example for part (1) and we can add example for part (2).  

  

Example 6.1  Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX , and }},2/,2/{1/},,2/{2/},,2/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . 

Then,   is a supra M-topology on X . Hence, the mset H  which defined as follows:   

 (1)   }, 2 /{ 1 /= caH  is a supra pre open mset of ),( X , but it is not a supra open 

mset. 
 (2)   }, 3 /{ 2 /= cbH  is a supra semi-open mset of ),( X , but it is not a supra open 

mset. 
 (3)   }, 3 /{ 2 /= cbH  is a supra  -open mset of ),( X , but it is not a supra open 

mset. 
 (4)   }, 3 /{ 1 /= cbH  is a supra  -open mset of ),( X , but it is not a supra open 

mset. 
 (5)   }, 2 /{ 1 /= caH  is a supra b -open mset of ),( X , but it is not a supra open 

mset. 
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Theorem 6.2  Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space. Then, the following 

statements are hold:   

 (1)   Every supra  -open (respectively,  -closed) mset is a supra semi open 
(respectively, semi closed) mset. 

 (2)   Every supra  -open (respectively,  -closed) mset is a supra pre-open 
(respectively, pre-closed) mset. 

 (3)   Every supra semi open (respectively, semi-closed) mset is a supra b -open 
(respectively, b -closed) mset. 

 (4)   Every supra pre-open (respectively, pre-closed) mset is a supra b -open 
(respectively, b -closed) mset. 

 (5)   Every supra b -open (respectively, b -closed) mset is a supra  -open 

(respectively,  -closed) mset. 

 

Proof. We prove the assertion in the case of open mset, the other case is similar.   

 (1)   Let )(XOMSF  . Then, ))(()))((( FintclFintclintF sssss  . Hence, 

)(XSSOMF . 

 (2)   Let )(XOMSF  . Then, ))(()))((( FclintFintclintF sssss  . Hence, 

)(XSPOMF . 

 (3)   Let )(XSSOMF . Then, ))](())(([))(( FclintFintclFintclF ssssss  . 

Hence, )(XSBOMF . 

 (4)   Let )(XSPOMF . Then, ))](())(([))(( FclintFintclFclintF ssssss  . 

Hence, )(XSBOMF . 

 (5)   Let )(XSBOMF . Then, ))](())(([ FclintFintclF ssss  . Therefore, 

 

 

))).(((

)])([(

))](()([

)))]((())(([

Fclintcl

FclFintcl

FclintFintcl

FclintclFintclF

sss

sss

ssss

sssss









 

 Hence, )(XOMSF  . 

 

Remark 6.2 The converse of Theorem 6.2 is not necessarily true as shown in the following 
examples.  

Examples 6.1    

 (1)   Let },1/,3/{2/= cbaX , and }},2/{1/},,1/{1/},{2/},{1/,,{= bababaX  . Then, 

  is a supra M-topology on X . Hence, the mset },1/{1/= caH  is a supra semi-open mset of 

),( X , but it is not a supra  -open mset. 

 (2)   Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX , and }},2/,2/{1/},,2/{2/},,2/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . Then, 

  is a supra M-topology on X . Hence, the mset },2/{1/= caH  is a supra pre-open mset of 

),( X , but it is not a supra  -open mset. 

 (3)   Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX , and }},2/,2/{1/},,2/{2/},,2/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . Then, 

  is a supra M-topology on X . Hence, the mset },2/{1/= caH  is a supra b-open mset of 
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),( X , but it is not a supra semi-open mset. 

 (4)   Let },3/,2/{1/= cbaX , and }},1/,1/{1/},,1/{1/},,1/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . Then, 

  is a supra M-topology on X . Hence, the mset },2/{1/= cbH  is a supra b-open mset of 

),( X , but it is not a supra pre-open mset. 

 (5)   Let },1/,1/,3/{2/= dcbaX , and }},1/,2/{1/},,1/{1/},,2/{1/,,{= cbacbbaX  . 

Then,   is a supra M-topology on X . Hence, the mset }{2/= aH  is a supra  -open mset 

of ),( X , but it is not a supra b-open mset.  

  On account of Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2, Examples 6.1 and Examples 6.1, we have 
the following corollary. 

Corollary 6.1 For a supra M-topological space (X, ), we have :  

 

 

)(XSOM    )(XOMS     )(XSSOM   

                                                             

    )(XS P O M     )(XS B O M     )(XOMS  

 

 

Theorem 6.3 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space, )()(: ** XPXP   be one 

of the operations in Definition 5.2 and )(* XPF . Then, the following hold:   

 (1)  𝛾(𝑖𝑛𝑡 s (F c )) = X ⊝ 𝛾(𝑐𝑙 s (F)). 

 (2)  𝛾(𝑐𝑙 s (F c )) = X ⊝ 𝛾(𝑖𝑛𝑡 s (F)) . 

 Proof. The proof is given for the case of supra pre-open M-operator, i.e., )(= ss clint , 

the other cases are similar.   

 (1)   }),(:{=)( GFXSPCMGGFPcl s   

.)(=

}),(:{=}),(:{=)]([

cs

ccccccs

FPint

FGXSPOMGGGFXSPCMGGFPcl 
 

 (2)   Similarly. 

Theorem 6.4  Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(, * XPGN  . Then: 

  

 (1)   )(XS S O MN  if and only if ))((=)( NintclNcl sss . 

 (2)   )(XS S O MN  if and only if there exists )(XSOMG  such that 

)(GclNG s . 

 (3)   If )(XSSOMN  and )(NclGN s , then )(XSSOMG . 

Proof.   

 (1)   ( )Let )(XSSOMN . Then, ))(( NintclN ss . Hence,  

 )).(()( NintclNcl sss   (1) 

 Since, NNint s )( . Then,  

 ).())(( NclNintcl sss   (2) 

 From (1) and (2) we get, ))((=)( NintclNcl sss . 

(  ) Since, ))((=)( NintclNcl sss  and )(NclN s . Then, ))(( NintclN ss . Thus, 
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)(XSSOMN . 

 

 (2)   ( )Let )(XSSOMN . Then, ))(( NintclN ss . Take 

)()(= XSOMNintG s   such that )(=))(()(= GclNintclNNintG ssss  . Therefore, there 

exists )(XSOMG  such that )(GclNG s . 

( )Since, )(XSOMG  such that NG  and )(Nint s  is the largest supra open 

mset contained in N. Then, )(NintG s . Thus, ))(()( NintclGclN sss  . Hence, 

)(XSSOMN . 

 

 (3)   Let )(XSSOMN . Then, from part (2) )(XSOMH  such that 

)(HclNH s . Hence, )()( HclNclGNH ss  . Thus, )(XSSOMG .  

 

Theorem 6.5 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(, * XPGF  . Then:   

 (1)   )(XOMSF   if and only if )(XSOMH  such that 

))(( HclintFH ss . 

 (2)   If )(XOMSF   and ))(( FclintGF ss , then )(XOMSG  .   

 Proof.  (1)   )(  Suppose that )(=)( XSOMHFint s  . Then, 

))(( HclintFH ss . 

  )( Let ))(( HclintFH ss , )(XSOMH . Then, )(=)( FintHHint ss  . It 

follows that, )))((()))((( FintclintHintclintF ssssss  . Thus, )(XOMSF  . 

 

 (2)  Let )(XOMSF  . Then, )))((( FintclintF sss . 

Hence, )))((()))((()))))((((( GintclintFintclintFintclintclintGF sssssssssss  . 

Thus, )(XOMSG  . 

Theorem 6.6  Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(* XPF . Then:   

(1)   )(XOMSF   if and only if )()( XSSOMXSPOMF  . 

      (2)   )(XCMSF   if and only if )()( XSSCMXSPCMF  . 

 

Proof.  

(1)   )(   Let )(XOMSF  . Then, )))((( FintclintF sss . Hence, 

))(( FintclF ss  and ))(( FclintF ss . Thus, )()( XSSOMXSPOMF  . 

)( Let )()( XSSOMXSPOMF  . Then, ))(( FintclF ss  and ))(( FclintF ss . 

Thus, )))(((=))))(((( FintclintFintclclintF sssssss . It follows that, )(XOMSF  . 

 (2)   By a similar way.  

 

Theorem 6.7 Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space and )(* XPF . Then:   

    1.  )(XSPCMF  if and only if FFintcl ss ))(( .  

    2.  )(XCMSF   if and only if FFclintcl sss )))((( .  

    3.  )(XSSCMF  if and only if FFclint ss ))(( .  
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    4.  )(XCMSF   if and only if FFintclint sss )))((( .  

    5.  )(XSBCMF  if and only if FFintclFclint ssss  ))(())(( .  

Proof. Straightforward. 
 

Theorem 6.8  Let ),( X  be a supra M-topological space. If )(XOMSF   and 

)(XSPOMF c  , then )(XSOMF .  

 Proof. Let )(XOMSF   and )(XSPOMF c  . Then, )(XSPCMF . Hence, 

)(()))((()(( FintclFintclintFFintcl sssssss  . This means that, FFintcl ss =))(( . Thus, 

)(=)))((( FintFintclintF ssss . Therefore, )(XSOMF . 

7  Conclusion 
 

  In this paper, the supra M-topological spaces are introduced, by dropping only the 
intersection condition in M-topological spaces. Every M-topological space is a supra 
M-topological space, but the converse is not necessarily true. Moreover, the supra M-interior 
and supra M-closure are presented and their properties are obtained. The supra M-closure of a 
union of two supra msets not equal the supra M-closure of the first supra mset union the supra 
M-closure of the second supra mset. It can be considered to be one the main deviation between 
the current results and the previous one [11]. Furthermore, different types of submsets of supra 
M-topological spaces are studied. Finally, comparisons between this types are introduced. 
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